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Catalytic synthesis of few-layer graphene on
titania nanowires†
Akira Kudo,

‡a Sung Mi Jung,*§b Michael S. Strano,c Jing Kongb and Brian L. Wardled

Growth mechanisms of graphitic nanostructures on metal oxides by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) are
observed at 750 °C, using titania nanowire aerogel (NWAG) as a three-dimensional substrate and without
metal catalysts. We temporally observed catalytic transformation of amorphous carbon into few-layer
graphene on the surface of 5–10 nm diameter titania nanowires. The graphitization spontaneously
terminates when the titania nanowires are encapsulated by a shell of approximately three graphene layers.
Extended CVD time beyond the termination point (>1125 seconds) yields only additional amorphous
carbon deposits on top of the few-layer graphene. Furthermore, it was discovered that the islands of
amorphous carbon do not graphitize unless they catalytically grow beyond a threshold size of 5–7 nm
along the nanowire length, even after an extended thermal treatment. The electrical conductivity of the
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NWAG increased by four orders of magnitude, indicating that the graphene shell mediated by titania
nanowires yielded a network of graphene throughout the three-dimensional nanostructure of the
aerogel. Our results help us understand the growth mechanisms of few-layer graphene on nanostructured metal oxides, and inspire facile and controllable processing of metal oxide–nanocarbon ﬁber–
shell composites.

Introduction
Carbon nanomaterials, such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs),
carbon nanofibers (CNFs), and graphene, have been extensively researched for their prospective applications in electronics,1,2 solar cells,3,4 fuel cells,5,6 and high performance
composite materials.7,8 Controlled synthesis of these nanostructures has also been developed by chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and the kinetics that govern the processes have
been investigated.9 While most CVD syntheses employ metal
catalysts such as Fe nanoparticles or Cu sheets, metal oxides
that are neither reduced to metal nor carbide during the CVD
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process have garnered researchers’ attention, as both nanoparticle catalysts and substrates on which carbon nanomaterials are synthesized directly. Development of these new
catalysts will not only lead to solutions for issues that prohibit
full-fledged realization of potential applications of carbon
nanomaterials,10–13 but also elucidate the growth mechanisms
of carbon nanomaterials with/on metal oxides.
Since the late 2000s, several metal oxide nanoparticles have
been studied as non-metallic nanoparticle catalysts in order to
synthesize CNTs, CNFs, and graphenes.14–19 Accordingly, for
these new nanoparticle catalysts, surface bound mechanisms
of CNT/CNF growth that are diﬀerent from those for metal
nanoparticle catalysts are discussed.20–22 Their low growth
yield, however, has rendered the imaging of the interface
between CNTs/CNFs and catalysts very diﬃcult by high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), leaving the
mechanisms of graphitization unclear. Graphene sheets
directly synthesized on non-metallic substrates by CVD are
believed to nucleate from the surface defect sites such as steps
or dislocations,23,24 as proposed for metallic substrates.25,26
Due to the two-dimensional nature of the graphene sheet,
probing techniques are powerful tools to experimentally clarify
these growth mechanisms at an atomic scale, especially scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) performed during the
growth on electrically conductive substrates. For example, on a
platinum substrate, nucleation of graphene was preferentially
observed from steps rather than the middle of terraces.27 On a
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copper substrate, several types of nascent carbon clusters as
intermediate states of graphene synthesis were resolved at the
sub-nanometer scale during CVD by in situ STM.28,29 However,
STM is not viable if the substrate is not electrically conductive.
Furthermore, visually acquiring atomic-scale information of
the graphene–metal oxide interface is diﬃcult with probing of
a two-dimensional system, although highly desired for further
understanding on growth mechanisms.
Here, we report the mechanisms of the catalytic synthesis
of few-layer graphene on titania nanowire aerogel (NWAG).
Using an ex situ aberration-corrected transmission electron
microscope (Cs-corrected TEM), the process is tracked at an
atomic scale from deposition and growth of amorphous
carbon, and graphitization, to the formation of a graphitic
shell that continuously encapsulates the surface of entangled
titania nanowires. By investigating titania NWAG after CVD
every 225 s up to 1575 s, we observe the termination of graphitization when the nanowire surface is uniformly covered by
2–3 layers of graphene at 1125 s. Longer CVD durations only
result in an amorphous carbon layer on top of the previously
synthesized graphene layers underneath, providing no distinct
changes in the morphology. From these observations, we conclude that the graphitization is facilitated by the titania nanowire that serves as a nucleation surface as well as a catalyst. We
also show that catalytic graphitization does not progress when
maintaining the sample at an elevated temperature, but begins
once the amorphous carbon grows beyond a certain threshold
of the diameter. The eﬀect of few-layer graphene on the titania
NWAGs is highlighted by the increase in electrical conductivity
by 4 orders of magnitude, consistent with the percolation
theory. The value is comparable to the electrical conductivity
of some full-carbon foams, proving that the titania nanowires
formed a network of few-layer graphene, despite their lower
catalytic activity than that of metal catalysts toward graphitization. Combining Cs-corrected TEM investigation and Raman
spectroscopy, we find that the few-layer graphene shell encapsulates the nanowire surface continuously throughout the
three-dimensionally entangled titania nanowires. This work
provides insights into the mechanisms of metal catalyst-free
graphitization on metal oxides whose structure is not limited
to nanoparticles or flat substrates investigated so far.

Results and discussion
Fig. 1 juxtaposes titania NWAG samples before and after the
CVD synthesis of graphitic layers (1125 s CVD) at diﬀerent
magnifications. The CVD parameters in this work are based on
our previous work regarding the synthesis of graphitic carbon
nanostructures with metal oxide nanoparticle catalysts, particularly titania metal oxide nanoparticle mediated CNT
growth mechanisms30 utilizing ethylene as a carbon feedstock.
After ramping up the temperature to 750 °C under a flow of
100 sccm argon and 400 sccm hydrogen, the titania nanowire
aerogel turns from white to black in the tube furnace before
introducing ethylene. In a supplementary experiment, when
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Fig. 1 Titania NWAG without CVD (left) and after 1125 s of CVD (right).
The ﬁrst line shows optical images of titania NWAG (a) without CVD and
(b) after 1125 s CVD (not an identical piece of sample). A clear change in
color is permanently observed. The second line shows SEM images of
titania NWAG (c) without CVD and (d) after 1125 s CVD. The morphologies of two titania NWAG samples under SEM are almost identical.
The third line shows TEM images of titania NWAG (e) without CVD and
(f ) after 1125 s CVD. Continuous deposition of carbon on each nanowire
is observed after CVD.

taken out of the tube furnace at this stage, the NWAG aerogel
changes from black to dark blue in a few minutes at room
temperature and under atmospheric pressure. Thus, the pregrowth ramp at an elevated temperature reduced the titania
nanowires into substoichiometric titanium oxide, and then in
air the substoichiometric titanium oxide is partially reoxidized.31 Tsuyumoto et al. obtained dark blue substoichiometric titanium oxide by reducing reagent grade titania at
950 °C for 1 h under pure hydrogen, which is a more extreme
reducing environment than we employed.32 Chen et al. synthesized permanently black titanium oxide (TiO) nanoparticles
after reduction at 200 °C for 5 days under a 20 bar hydrogen
atmosphere.33 Thus, the conditions used for the CVD growth
of graphene on titania NWAG were not suﬃcient to reduce to
metallic titanium, nor even to TiO, and therefore graphene
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growth occurred on moderately reduced titania. After the CVD
growth process for 1125 s, the aerogel remains black and does
not return to the dark blue color when exposed to air, due to
the deposition of carbon on the nanowires (Fig. 1a and b). The
CVD gas flow infiltrates well into the bulk of these entangled
nanowires, evidenced by the deposition of carbon that
changed color not only on the surface of bulk titania NWAG
but also in the interior of the millimeter-scale NWAG sample.
We note that the titania NWAG shrinks by ∼10% in each
dimension after CVD, but the nanowires do not aggregate
during CVD (Fig. 1c and d). Fig. 1e and f show carbon layers
grown on nanowires after CVD, while the diameters of these
nanowires remained unchanged. From these SEM and TEM
images, the morphology of NWAG is observed to remain
almost the same before and after the CVD, indicating that the
high porosity of the titania NWAG is preserved.34
Fig. 2 compares the representative microscopic morphologies of the carbon deposit on the titania nanowire
surface when imaged by Cs-corrected TEM, after CVD for
diﬀerent lengths of time up to 1125 s. In Fig. 2a, 0 s means
that the temperature is elevated to 750 °C (with argon and
hydrogen) and cooled down immediately without introducing
ethylene. The nanowire surface after 0 s CVD shows surface
defects but retains crystallinity at the nanowire surface after
reduction. In Fig. 2b after 225 s of CVD, islands of amorphous
carbon are formed with lengths less than 5 nm along the wire.
Those amorphous carbons grow up to 675 s, while graphitization concurrently initiates around 675 s (Fig. 2c and d). The
900 s CVD shows some remaining amorphous carbon, seen as
tiny clusters in Fig. 2e, but by 1125 s these are nearly comple-
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tely incorporated into the graphitic nanostructures (Fig. 2f ).
The graphitic nanostructures after 1125 s have around three
graphene layers.
1350 s or longer CVD does not grow additional graphitic
layers apparently compared to the 1125 s CVD case; instead,
we occasionally see an amorphous carbon layer on top of the
graphitic nanostructures previously synthesized (Fig. 3a and b).
The nanowire surface is covered with graphitic layers and an
additional amorphous carbon layer, on the outer surface as
indicated by yellow arrows. The electron diﬀraction pattern
was taken at a lower magnification (Fig. S1†). It does not show
clear diﬀraction patterns indicative of a graphitic structure,
implying that the graphitic layers are defect-rich and not
highly crystalline. The two-layer structure of amorphous
carbon on few-layer graphene is also seen after 1575 s CVD.
The amorphous carbon is clearly diﬀerent from the soot
observed on titania NWAG after 900 s CVD at 850 °C, where we
see the onset of severe gas-phase pyrolysis of ethylene
(see Fig. S2†). Approximately 7 nanometer-thick carbon soot is
deposited coaxially around the titania nanowire surface after
900 s of CVD. The soot shows traces of graphitic layers by
HRTEM and hence is not an amorphous structure, presumably
because pyrolysis at 850 °C in the 1 inch quartz tube converts
ethylene into nano-graphene sheets in the gas phase.
According to these morphologies, amorphous carbons at
750 °C are graphitized via the titania nanowire surfaces. The
graphitization is terminated once the graphitic nanostructures
cover all the titania nanowire surfaces, further evidencing the
catalytic activity of titania nanowires toward graphitization via
CVD. The sample after 1350 s CVD is investigated by X-ray

Fig. 2 Temporal study of NWAG after CVD graphene processing for (a) 0 s, (b) 225 s, (c) 450 s, (d) 675 s, (e) 900 s, and (f) 1125 s. Insets magnify the
area indicated by black ellipsoids, featuring the representative carbon morphology at each time step by yellow arrows. Yellow lines in insets indicate
the boundary between the carbon deposit and the nanowire surface. Scale bars in insets are 2 nm. The inset of (f ) also annotates the deﬁnition of
measured graphitic domain size L along the nanowire length.
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Fig. 3 Study of NWAG after CVD for 1350 s. (a) A HRTEM image of an
area without amorphous carbon shows an approximately 3 layer-thick
graphitic structure similar to the sample after 1125 s CVD, indicating no
further graphitic layer. (b) A HRTEM image of another area shows that an
amorphous carbon layer starts being deposited over graphitic layers as
noted. (C) XPS spectra of titanium, oxygen, and carbon. Blue plots are
raw data, black curves are Shirley background, red curves are ﬁtting
curves for each component, and green curves are the sum of ﬁtting
curves.

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to study the chemical state
of the titania nanowires and CVD-grown carbon layers
(Fig. 3c). After subtracting the Shirley background, the
obtained spectra were separated and fitted to a pseudo-Voigt
function which is a linear combination of weighted Gaussian
and Lorentzian functions with the Gaussian fraction being
70–80%.35,36 The spectrum of titanium (Ti 2p) is obtained
from Ti4+ (459.0 eV for Ti 2p3/2 and 464.7 eV for Ti 2p1/2),37
showing no major peaks from titanium carbide,37 titanium
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metal,38 nor reduced titanium oxide (Ti2O3 and TiO).38 This is
consistent with the discussion regarding the lack of reduction
of titania nanoparticles in our similar prior CVD work.30 The
spectrum of oxygen (O 1s) is separated into 5 components:
lattice oxygen in TiO2 (530.3 eV),39 carbonyl group on aromatic
carbon (531.1 eV),35,39 C–O bonding with aliphatic carbon
(532.5 eV),35 C–O bonding with aromatic carbon
(533.5 eV),35,39 and chemisorbed water (535.1 eV).40 The spectrum of carbon (C 1s) is also separated into 5 components: sp2
hybridized carbon (284.6 eV),40,41 sp3 hybridized carbon
(285.1 eV),40,41 C–O bonding (286.1 eV),35 carbonyl group
(287.2 eV),35 and carboxyl group (288.4 eV).35 C–O bonding
includes hydroxyl and epoxy groups that can be found on the
basal plane of graphene sheets.42,43 A peak from titanium
carbide is absent in this C 1s spectrum too.44 As observed in O
1s and C 1s spectra, the peak of the carbonyl group has the
highest intensity among those from expected functional
groups, indicating that the deposited carbon depleted oxygen
from titania nanowires and is oxidized especially on the edge
sites of the graphitic layers rather than on the basal plane.42,43
In order to track the catalytic graphitization more quantitatively, Raman spectra are taken from all the samples with an
excitation wavelength of 532 nm (Fig. 4a). According to Ferrari
et al.,45 the Raman spectra between 1000 and 1800 cm−1 are
separated into 5 peaks corresponding to the sp3 component
(1200 cm−1), D peak (1340 cm−1), amorphous carbon
(1510 cm−1), G peak (1590 cm−1), and D′ peak (1620 cm−1).
Raman shifts for each separated peak are approximate, based
on the literature.46,47 The peak corresponding to the amorphous carbon component is fitted to the Gaussian function,
while others are fitted to the Lorentzian function. See Fig. S3†
for the fitting procedure and examples of Raman spectra separated into the components. The D and G peaks are more
clearly separated as the reaction time extends, indicating that
the amount of amorphous carbon relative to graphitic carbon
reduces. Peak area ratios are plotted in Fig. 4(b) for D peak vs.

Fig. 4 Raman spectra analysis. (a) Raman spectra from NWAG and graphene-encapsulated NWAG after CVD for diﬀerent time lengths. D and G peaks
are clearly divided as the CVD time extends. A broad peak around 2800 cm−1 is also gradually separated into two major components for longer CVD
times: 2D and D + D’ peaks. (a) D/G and G/A peak area intensity ratios for the samples after CVD. The error bars indicate standard deviation.
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G peak (D/G) and G peak vs. A peak (G/A). Samples after 225
and 450 s CVD have peaks at the D and G peaks which could
be attributed to diﬀerent origins47 or occasional graphitization
at intersections of titania nanowires as observed in Fig. 2c. At
675 s, the D/G ratio increases due to the initiation of graphitization, which forms tiny graphitic platelets that give rise to a
high D peak intensity.45 A broad peak around 2800 cm−1 separates into 2D peak (∼2670 cm−1) and D + D′ (∼2980 cm−1) peak
after 675 s CVD, also indicating the formation of graphene
layers.48,49 Between 900 and 1125 s, two radical changes are
observed: the D/G ratio reduces and the G/A ratio increases.
Thereafter both intensity ratios level oﬀ. As shown in Fig. 2e
and f, most of the amorphous carbon was converted into graphitic nanostructures which ceased at 1125 s CVD. The
increase in the G/A ratio is attributed to the graphitization of
the remaining amorphous carbon, and the decrease in the D/G
ratio is due to the increase in the number of graphitic layers50
rather than the improved crystallinity of the graphitic nanostructures which will be discussed later.
Furthermore, isothermal annealing was implemented in
order to investigate its eﬀect on the structure of amorphous
carbon. Samples after 450 s CVD were followed by another 450
and 900 s isothermal annealing under an argon flow, i.e., the
H2 and ethylene flow ceased at 450 s. In Fig. 5, these samples
are compared with the sample just after 450 s CVD by Raman
spectroscopy. No clear evidence is observed for improved graphitization after annealing. As seen in Fig. 2c, the islands of
amorphous carbon are separated from each other after 450 s
CVD. The results of isothermal annealing explain that the
amorphous carbons were not graphitized by annealing.
Considering the nanometer-scale dimensions of the islands of
amorphous carbon, it seems that the higher surface energy of
graphite51 when compared to that of amorphous carbon52 prevented graphitization; although, thermodynamically graphite
is preferred to amorphous carbon.53
Graphitization would occur after the amorphous carbons
reach a “threshold” by growing larger. A single island of amorphous carbon may solely grow to reach the threshold size, or
two or more islands may merge as each of them grows. The
threshold size can be obtained from two processes by analyz-

Fig. 5 D/G and G/A ratios of samples after diﬀerent aging time lengths
following 450 s CVD. The error bars indicate standard deviation.
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ing the graphitic domain size L, the approximate diameter of
the single crystal of few-layer graphene. First, we estimate the
size from the Raman spectra using a formula that relates the
mean diameter of the graphite domain, corresponding to L, to
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of a G peak.54
According to the analysis, L increases monotonically as the
CVD time increases and eventually levels oﬀ at 900 s. We also
measure the size of single graphitic domain along the nanowire length from HRTEM images as representative of L at each
CVD time (annotated in the inset of Fig. 2(f )). The results of
estimation and measurement are plotted in Fig. 6, providing
the same trend as estimated from the formula but generally
smaller than that by about 2 nm. L is estimated to be 5–7 nm
along the nanowire length at 675 s CVD where graphitization
initiates. Therefore, the threshold size for the islands of amorphous carbon to graphitize is expected to be similar to this
value. Ls levels oﬀ after 900 s around 6–8.5 nm, indicating that
the curvature of the nanowire may hinder further growth of
the graphitic domain.
The bulk electrical conductivity of titania NWAG as a function of diﬀerent CVD times is investigated as shown in Fig. 7.
An increase in electrical conductivity by four orders of magnitude is observed after 675 s CVD, explained by the percolation
of electrically conductive paths by few-layer nanographene.
Electrical conductivity mostly levels oﬀ at 900 s after a slight
increase between 675 and 900 s, corresponding to the completion of the conductive path associated with further graphitization. The electrical conductivity after 1125 s CVD is 2.42
S m−1, comparable to some full-carbon foams previously
reported,55,56 which indicates that the synthesized few-layer
graphene patches are networked through the titania MWAG.
The electrical conductivity can be improved by modifying the
process that controls the number density of titania nanowires
per nominal volume, since the morphology of NWAG is preserved after CVD.

Fig. 6 Graphitic domain size L for each CVD time length obtained from
estimation by the formula and measurement of the single domain size
from HRTEM images. Both processes yielded the same trend that the L
levels oﬀ at 900 s CVD.
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Fig. 7 Electrical conductivity of titania NWAG after graphene synthesis
as a function of growth time. The error bars indicate standard deviation.

Combining the electrical conductivity measurement,
HRTEM investigation, Raman spectra, and the estimation on
the mean domain size L, the mechanisms of graphitic nanostructure growth are summarized as follows: (1) amorphous
carbons grow until they attain the minimum size to be graphitized around 675 s, causing a jump in the G/D ratio. The graphitic nanostructures start to connect with each other to build
a conductive path and increase the electrical conductivity of
the NWAG. Then, (2) graphitization proceeds through 900 s
when the electrical conductivity levels oﬀ, while amorphous
carbon remains on its exterior as in Fig. 2e. Next, (3) at around
1125 s, the number of graphene layers increase to a maximum
(the D/G ratio decreases and levels oﬀ thereafter), and the
remaining amorphous carbon is converted almost completely
(the jump in the G/A ratio). Finally (4) for CVD longer than
1125 s, an amorphous carbon layer may occasionally be
formed on top of the graphitic nanostructure as seen in Fig. 3
because catalytically active surfaces of titania nanowires are
inaccessible for adsorbed feedstock molecules. Our observations and analysis suggest that titania nanowire surfaces
serve as catalysts to facilitate graphitization which would only
be realized at much higher temperatures without catalysts.57
Among the published work regarding graphitization on metal
oxides, a similar result is reported using magnesia nanoparticles by Rümmeli et al.19 which shows that the number of
graphene layers did not change as a function of CVD time. The
graphitic nanostructures synthesized in this work are thinner
and more homogeneous than those grown on magnesia
nanoparticles.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the CVD growth of graphitic nanostructures on
titania NWAGs is studied at 750 °C using ethylene. The catalytic conversion of amorphous carbon to few-layer nanographene is characterized using Cs-corrected TEM micrographs
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for diﬀerent CVD times. Graphitization typically terminates
when the structures are about 3 layer-thick, indicating that the
titania nanowire surface facilitates graphitization to few-layer
graphene. Analysis of the graphitic domain size indicates that
an island of amorphous carbon has to grow beyond the
threshold size of 6–8.5 nm in diameter to be catalytically graphitized. The graphitic layers form a continuous network
throughout the intricate three-dimensional structure of the
titania NWAG, improving the electrical conductivity from a
standard value for titania to a value comparable to those of
some all-carbon foams, while retaining the porosity of the
titania NWAG. As the graphene-on-titania heterostructure has
likely direct applications in energy58,59 and electrochemical
technologies,60 studying its performance in these applications
is recommended as future work. The results herein potentially
apply more broadly to the mechanisms of graphitic nanostructure formation on metal oxides with a variety of species
and shapes.

Methods
Synthesis of TiO2 nanowire aerogel
Commercially available anatase TiO2 nanoparticles (Aeroxide@
TiO2 P25, Evonik Industries) were dissolved in 10 M KOH at
the ratio of 7.5 mg ml−1. The mixture was stirred for 30 min
and transferred to a Teflon vessel held in a stainless steel
vessel. The sealed vessels were placed in a furnace and kept
at 453 K for 8 h–16 h. During hydrothermal synthesis,
K2Ti8O17 nanowires were grown and physically interlinked to
each other to form K2Ti8O17 nanowire hydrogel. The K2Ti8O17
nanowire hydrogel was ion-exchanged into H2Ti8O17 by acid
treatment (0.2 M HNO3). The H2Ti8O17 nanowire hydrogel was
then washed with excess DI water by repeatedly soaking and
replacing the water until pH 5.5–6 of the supernatant was
reached. The hydrogels were then cut into various shapes with
a blade and subsequently placed into anhydrous ethanol overnight for solvent exchange. After that, the H2Ti8O17 nanowire
hydrogels were dried into aerogels by using a critical point
drier. Finally, H2Ti8O17 NWAGs were converted into anatase
TiO2 NWAGs by heating at 600 °C for 2 h in air using fused
quartz process tubes (25 mm OD × 22 mm ID × 76.2 cm
length) placed inside a Lindberg/Blue M MiniMite 1 inch diameter electric clamshell tube furnace. The process tubes used
in this work were baked in air at 800 °C for 1 h to eliminate
potential contamination if needed.
Synthesis of graphitic layers on TiO2 nanowire aerogel
Argon, hydrogen, and ethylene (Airgas, UHP grade, 99.999%)
were used for CVD. All the CVD in this work was performed
under atmospheric pressure. NWAG samples were first
inserted into the quartz CVD tube. Then, the process tube was
flushed with 750 sccm of argon at room temperature for 2 min
to remove residual air from the tube. Next, a flow of 400 sccm
of hydrogen and 100 sccm of argon was introduced and the
temperature was ramped to 750 °C at ∼55 °C min−1. Once at
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the set point, a flow of 200 sccm of ethylene was added, and
the flow rate of hydrogen was reduced to 300 sccm. After each
CVD time length (0, 225, 450, 675, 900, 1125, 1350, 1575 s), the
hydrogen and ethylene were turned oﬀ and the system was
cooled to room temperature. For isothermal annealing, hydrogen and ethylene flows were ceased after 450 s CVD and the
sample was kept under a flow of 600 sccm argon at 750 °C for
another 450 and 900 s. After that, the system was cooled to
room temperature.
Characterization
Cs-corrected TEM (Zeiss Libra 80-200) was used to characterize
the resulting morphology of carbon deposition and investigate
the transformation mechanism of amorphous carbon into graphitic nanostructures. Raman spectroscopy (Horiba Jobin
Yvon HR 800 and Renishaw M1000 Micro Raman
Spectrometer System) was used to quantitatively analyze the
evolution of graphitization. Manual fitting for the obtained
spectra into individual components is done by a program
coded in C, and the accuracy of the fitting is evaluated by
normal probability plots. The electrical conductivity was
measured using a 4 point probe (Keithley SCS-4200). The
depth of the electrode into NWAG samples was 0.5 mm, and
the NWAG samples were not compressed. XPS spectra were corrected using a Shimadzu Kratos Axis NOVA with an approximate spot size of 0.8 mm2. The same program and manual
fitting procedure as used for Raman spectra were applied to
analyze the XPS spectra.
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